
 

 

Assessment of AML Controls at River Rock Casino: Analysis of Cheques Issued 2014-2016 

In September 2017, BCLC commissioned Ernst & Young LLP Canada (“EY”) to perform an analysis of cheques and patterns of play 
pertaining to a set of defined money-laundering typologies at River Rock Casino Resort during a three-year period from January 1, 
2014 to December 31, 2016. This was a very extensive and labour-intensive analysis that involved analyzing the play that led to 
each cheque. BCLC received the final reports in March 2019 and has posted them here for the public. 

BCLC commissioned the independent analysis following allegations in the media that patrons were coming into River Rock Casino 
with “dirty money”, buying casino chips, playing notionally, then cashing the chips in and receiving a cheque in return. BCLC 
wanted to know if there were instances when anti-money laundering controls had been compromised.  

Based on EY’s analysis, BCLC is satisfied that there was no systemic pattern of money-laundering activity related to cheques being 
issued by River Rock Casino during the three-year period of 2014 to 2016.  

BCLC requires its Casino Service Providers to clearly mark and track all payments by casino cheque as either “Return of Gaming 
Funds – Not Gaming Winnings” or as a payout of a “Verified Win” to make clear whether the funds are simply the return of the 
customer’s buy-in funds or the funds were acquired through gambling win(s). BCLC also has clear policies and controls on the 
issuance of casino cheques which includes a prohibition on the issuance of cheques for the return of initial buy-in funds for any 
amount over $10,000.  

EY analyzed every single cheque of $10,000 or more related to table-game play which resulted in a total cheque population of 
2,031 casino cheques issued at River Rock Casino.  Of this total population, EY identified 49 cheques (2.4%) that had exceptions 
related to the issuance control procedures in place.  EY’s analysis found that exceptions were the results of errors made by River 
Rock Casino. Primarily, the errors were for “Verified Win” cheques issued where the cheque amount also included part of a 
patron’s original buy-in. In one case, a “Return of Gaming Funds” cheque was issued, contrary to policy, where no gaming play was 
recorded.  

The independent EY analysis found that no “Verified Win” cheques were issued without gaming activity observed on the same day 
and these were not issued in connection with any money-laundering typology red flags. Further, it found that two “Return of 
Gaming Funds” cheques issued had exceptions pertaining to the money-laundering typologies; however, in these instances BCLC 
had taken mitigation action in response.  

BCLC then commissioned EY to undertake a further independent analysis of gaming activity relative to four defined sets of money-
laundering typologies.  This consisted of analyzing casino activity for the 28 patrons who received the 49 cheques that were 
identified with cheque issuance exceptions. Exceptions were noted for the typologies in respect of the 28 patrons, however in 
those cases BCLC had taken mitigating action against those players prior to the commissioning of the independent analysis. For 
instance, the patrons had either been put on conditions where they had to show proof of the source of their cash and some were 
barred from B.C. casinos. 
 
Since the timeframe of EY’s analysis, from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2016, BCLC has continued to enhance its anti-money 
laundering program to safeguard the industry from the ever-evolving risks of criminal activity. This includes a mandatory 
requirement that Casino Service Providers obtain a declaration and verified proof from the patron identifying the source of funds 
for all buy-ins of $10,000 or more, and to record detailed information about where the customer obtained his/her buy-in funds. If 
it is not a legitimate source, the funds are refused and BCLC may submit a suspicious transaction report to law enforcement and 
federal and provincial regulators. 
 
Scroll down to read in full EY’s “Verified Win, Return of Funds, and Convenience Cheque Analysis” and  
“Anti-Money Laundering Typology Analysis.”  
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